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Board effectiveness reviews are a now-familiar part of the 
corporate governance scene. Depending on the client 
remit, the review will cover various issues relating to the 

board’s committees. Increasingly, in many cases, the analysis of 
committee process is detailed, consistent with the emphasis, set 
out in the Financial Reporting Council’s Guidance on Board Ef-
fectiveness, of the importance of committees in the overall work 
of the board.

In this article, boardroom effectiveness consultancy Advanced 
Boardroom Excellence looks at how the principles of such re-
views apply to the particular challenges faced by the remunera-
tion committee.

Context

The decision of the FRC to identify remuneration as one of the 
areas in which it intends to propose changes to the UK Corporate 
Governance Code emphasises the continual prominence, impor-
tance, and sensitivity of the issue. This follows the introduction 
of votes on the remuneration report and remuneration policy at 
the AGM.

An increasing number of companies are using their board reviews 
to include discussion on the formal and structured process by 
which the board, and its remuneration committee, reach major 
decisions in the area of reward affecting its key executives – the 
people on whom it depends for strategic competitive advantage. 
It provides a forum for honest and open discussion of the fac-
tors which contribute to the overall effectiveness of the work of 
the remco process, including the development of remuneration 
policy and strategy. 

This article considers each of these main factors in turn and iden-
tifies the major issues that need to be considered.

Remco Composition

What is the right mix of experience, skills, knowledge and  
diversity – and how is this best achieved?

It is as critical for the remco to be composed of qualified and ex-
perienced people, as is currently required in relation to the work 
of the audit committee. This means having the right blend of 
NEDs with subject knowledge (reward practice and corporate 
governance), with experience of wider company reward practice 
and diversity of outlook – all in the context of the specific busi-
ness challenges facing the company. 

In appointing the remco chair and committee members, the 
board chair and nomination committee will look for a comple-
mentary mix to bring a balanced commercial and technical  
perspective to matters of reward policy and practice.

This state of perfection is not arrived at by any kind of mysterious 

or inevitable process but by careful succession planning and de-
velopment. The remco chair will represent continuity – and remco 
members will have the confidence to exercise their business judg-
ment in the context of reward decisions. It is important (perhaps 
essential) for a newly-appointed remco chair to have had prior 
experience on the committee – and to have a detailed operating 
knowledge of relevant reward and governance environment(s) 
generally, as well as in relation to the specific company. 

• It is invariably the case that the remco chair in a global  
 company will need to be aware of more than one governance  
 regime – and more than one reward environment.

• While the governance regime to which a company is subject is  
 inevitably driven by the country of its major listing, a sensitivity  
 towards cultural differences in governance requirements is  
 part of the “licence to operate” on a global scale. 

• Equally, it has long been recognised that reward cultures can  
 differ significantly between geographies – notably, for  
 example, in the approach towards incentives and (LTIP-related)  
 wealth-building vehicles. 

• For example, a business with a significant regional presence  
 (particularly in the financial services sector) – for example Asia  
 – will need to understand that its executives will not  
 automatically identify with the rigid controls introduced in  
 the US/UK in the wake of the 2007-8 financial crisis – to  
 deal with what that region may perceive as a largely  
 “Anglo-Saxon” problem. 

The remco chair sets the tone, plain and simple, for how the 
committee will be perceived by investors and executives. But rig-
orous succession planning and development is equally vital for 
the other committee members. Ideally, the overall competency 
mix required by an effective remco should be one of the factors 
considered in the appointment of non-executive directors to the 
board – but certainly the quality and independence of the induc-
tion process for new remco members is fundamental.

• It is too easy to build an induction programme for new remco  
 members around established norms and perspectives that  
 have grown up within the company, rather than to recognise  
 that the value of NEDs may come from the challenge that they  
 bring to those established norms.

• If an NED initially lacks a breadth of experience across reward  
 and governance practices in a variety of companies, it is too  
 easy to give the impression that the company’s established  
 practices are in fact “best practice” or even the only valid  
 approach for this type of company.

• In this context, the role of the external remco advisor is  
 particularly important – unless of course they themselves have  
 contributed to the acceptance of established norms…!  
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Remco agenda:  

Who sets it – and how is policy developed?

It sounds uncontroversial to say that the remco’s forward agenda 
should align with the company’s strategic business objectives; 
that the board should agree a set of annual objectives for the 
remco that support and drive business performance; and that 
the board should measure the committee’s performance against 
those objectives at year end. Indeed, how can any remco embody 
a performance culture if this is not perceived to be the case? 

But, in reality, how often does a remco find itself slave to existing 
reward plans and processes, caught up in the “delivery” system 
prescribed by current reward architecture. “We need a new LTIP 
because the current one is due to expire” – rather than “we need 
an LTIP as an essential tool to create focus and drive business 
performance”. 

Furthermore, a remco needs to be honest and open about the 
company’s reward values. These should be the subject of regu-
lar debate. What behaviours will the board not tolerate? Is this 
clearly understood by executives and evident in reward plans and 
remco decisions? 

Independence and Interface with the Board  

Reporting or engaging? How are conflicts of interest resolved? 
Formal and informal relationship between the remco chair,  
the company chair and the CEO

Under provision D.2.1 of the UK Corporate Governance Code, a 
remco should be composed of independent non-executive direc-
tors (three for a large company, two for a smaller company). “In-
dependent” decision-making on the part of the remco is one of 
the principles at the core of our system of corporate governance. 
So what rules and processes exist to underpin this independence? 
A board effectiveness review will want to satisfy itself on a wide 
range of questions.

• Do the remco members regularly meet “in camera” – and for  
 what purpose? Who records their decisions or how else do  
 the deliberations feed into the decision-making process? 

• Are there any circumstances in which this meeting would not  
 include the company chair, if he or she is not already a  
 committee member?

• Is it clear to stakeholders who “owns” (and defends) remco  
 decisions – and is there cabinet responsibility in conveying  
 decisions to board and executive management?

• Is it fully, or sufficiently, recognised that “executive” directors  
 are also “employees” affected by remco decisions – and how  
 does the remco chair handle this potential role conflict? 

• What is the role of the CEO in remco meetings? Are they  
 de facto permanent members, except when their own reward  
 is being discussed? Do they have equal rights to express  
 opinions?

• What is the role of the HRD and/or Head of Reward? Are  
 they perceived by the RemCo chair to be “honest brokers”?

• How independent of management are the external advisors?

And perhaps most crucially, what is the role of the board in the 
remco process? Does the remco merely report back its decisions 
– or does it engage, at least occasionally, with the board on un-
derlying rationale? What de facto powers does the board have 
to overrule remco decisions – and who would act as the channel 
for any dissent? (Logically, if the board chair is party to decisions, 
then only the senior independent director can fulfil this role.) Or 
would it be considered unthinkable for there to be any disagree-
ment between the board and remco?

In terms of ultimate control over decision-making, what is the 
balance between the remco chair/company chair/CEO? This is the 
elephant in the room: a remco will have, as a minimum, three 
potentially strong centres of influence – and it is important to rec-
ognise that these three roles will on occasions be reflecting dif-
ferent value perspectives and/or different (legitimate) stakeholder 
perspectives. How is this pluralism of views brought into balance? 
What is the quality of off-line discussion to air and resolve poten-
tial areas of conflict?

• A remco will have (as a minimum) three potentially strong  
 centres of influence – and it is important to recognise that  
 these will on occasions be reflecting different value  
 perspectives – and hence perform different roles:

• The remco chair is accountable to the board for ensuring that  
 the reward system is fairly designed and executed in the  
 interests of shareholders, e.g. that pay-outs should be  
 proportionate and should reflect underlying performance.

• The CEO is tasked with driving performance from senior  
 executives and will seek to agree reward structures (and  
 pay-outs) that facilitate the recruitment and motivation of  
 top talent.

• The company chairman brings these perspectives into overall  
 balance to ensure both a sustainable organisation and aligned  
 reward structure. 

Relationship with Risk and Audit Committees

In the wake of the financial crisis, remcos have acquired, often 
through bitter experience, a deeper understanding of the role of 
“risk” in the development and execution of remuneration poli-
cy. This applies in spades to businesses in the financial services  
sector, but no company is immune to such considerations.
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Remcos now need to adopt a formal position on the extent to 
which they require a systemic “risk review” of reward plans and 
structures – with a formal report back to the remco – and with 
what frequency and the extent to which that involves the audit 
and risk committees. In terms of (reward) risk assessment and 
monitoring, the committee needs to determine:

• What are the (major) risks inherent in our group-wide  
 incentive plans? Are these risks understood and approved  
 by remco? What have we done to mitigate these risks? How  
 do wider company risks get affected by remco decisions?

• What roles/positions are most susceptible to taking risks to  
 maximise their reward? Is the company sufficiently protected  
 against incorrect behaviours and inappropriate pay-outs?

• Is top executive reward overtly focused on corporate  
 sustainability and does all meaningful executive wealth  
 creation depend on long-term value creation?

• What are the most significant checks and balances in our  
 incentive structures? How do we prevent or recover  
 unintended reward? 

• What is the interface with the risk committee (and/or  
 audit committee)? How can this relationship be leveraged  
 for a deeper grasp of reward risk? What is the role of the  
 CRO and risk function?

• Does the reporting requirement around reward risk, as  
 currently prescribed, drive the necessary level of focus on  
 this issue?

• Who provides the remco with an independent external  
 perspective on the integrity of the overall risk/reward  
 management process?

Information Flow and Quality of Discussions 

The quality, clarity and timeliness of information provided to 
the remco via formal papers and informal briefing dictates the 
quality of decisions. Increasing burdens are placed on committee 
members to read detailed and lengthy remco papers in advance 
of meetings. This burden can be eased by adequate advance 
warning of critical issues and by the timely circulation of papers 
– which state the key issues unambiguously and succinctly. Here, 
the FRC’s Guidance on Board Effectiveness offers useful advice on 
how to improve the quality of decision-making.

Key features of the decision-making process are the sequence 
in which remco papers are drafted and approved, recommenda-
tions are developed and the extent to which ideas are exposed 
and discussed in advance of meetings. Papers should map out 
the strategic alternatives and should not close down viable alter-
natives too early in the process, based on individual views. 

The timing and duration of the remco meeting can also affect 
the quality of discussions and decision making. Who decides how 
much time should be allocated to it? Is it open-ended – or is it 
time-constrained (e.g. by an immediately-following board meet-

ing)? Is there an option to hold meetings outside of the board 
schedule when required? In summary, is sufficient time given to 
complex decisions?

Shareholder Engagement and Social Context

Some say that the new Directors’ Remuneration Reports create a 
greater focus on compliance than on meaningful communication 
and engagement with shareholders. What relationship does the 
remco seek with major shareholders (and with collective share-
holder bodies such as the ABI)? Does the remco discuss how this 
might best be achieved – and how the remco might be more 
proactive in explaining its reward values and policies?

As an issue of board effectiveness, how do the board and remco 
work together to ensure they achieve their desired strategic ob-
jectives without running the risk of shareholder dissent and pub-
lic criticism? Is reward strategy grounded in an understanding of, 
and empathy with, legitimate societal concerns – as well as the 
creation of shareholder value? 

How is the remco staying on top of the issue of wider expecta-
tions that have followed in the wake of the shareholder spring, 
say on pay in the US, the binding vote on remuneration policy in 
the UK, and other developments? Some consider that the remco 
system is pretty much broken. They quote Alison Carnwath’s un-
happy time as Barclays remco chair; the unjustified waiving (by 
CEOs) of their bonus payments under pressure from the media; 
criticism of perceived rewards for “failure” and so on.

To take one of these areas, much of the media hysteria around 
“bonuses” arises from perceptions of whether the parent organ-
isation has performed well enough to be paying “bonuses”, rath-
er than the extent to which individual executives have achieved 
the goals set as an integral part of their employment (and perfor-
mance) contract.

Fundamentally these terms are quite different in concept – even 
though they are often used interchangeably:

• an “incentive” is part of a performance contract - where  
 the employee is 
 - motivated (incentivised) 
 - to achieve (or focus on) certain goals
 - and to adopt or change certain behaviours
 - via the contingent offer of money

• a “bonus” is an ex gratia reward – which typically either:
 - shares the [profit] achievement of a higher level  
 organisational unit
 - or represents post facto recognition of an achievement as in  
 “if you get it, it’s a bonus”.

So, for example, it might well have been perceived that RBS had 
not performed well enough to justify the widespread payment of 
“bonuses” as a “reward” for their performance in 2011, but it 
is a completely different question as to whether Stephen Hester 
had achieved the objectives set for him by the board under his 
(contractual) annual incentive plan. It is the responsibility of the 
remco to front up to this fundamental distinction. 
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Governance Arrangements

The company secretary has a crucial role to play in overseeing, 
ensuring the integrity of and, to some degree, choreographing 
high-quality decision making on remuneration issues. The pro-
cess will certainly not run itself. The company secretary will act 
with sensitivity in liaising with all the key internal stakeholders – 
the remco chair, board chair, CEO and HRD/Head of Reward – to 
deliver a set of outcomes which meets their expectations. He or 
she may also be involved in liaising – directly or indirectly – with 
external stakeholders.

For further details about Advanced Boardroom Excellence, and 
this article, please contact: 

Jackie White
Advanced Boardroom Excellence
23 Berkeley Square
London 
W1J 6HE
jackiew@abexcellence.com  
www.abexcellence.com
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Remco composition • Right mix of skills / experience
• Succession planning and development processes 
• Induction process for new remco members

Remco agenda • Alignment with strategic business objectives
• Annual objectives – set, monitored, measured by the board
• Clarity of reward values 

Independence /interface with board • Processes that underpin independence
• Ownership and advocacy of remco decisions
• Role of the CEO
• Role of the board in challenging decisions
• Disciplined pluralism of the key players

Relationship with risk / audit committee • Risk review of reward plans – with formal reporting
• Leveraging the role of the risk committee and risk function
• Recovery of unintended reward

Quality of discussion / decision-making • Quality and clarity of papers
• Timeliness of papers and information flow
• Timing /duration of meetings

Shareholder engagement / social context • Quality of shareholder engagement
• Pro-active explanation of policy
• Empathy with wider stakeholder, including societal, concerns 

Summary Action Checklist
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